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Shaping Audience Perspectives through Deictic Patterns:
Aeschylus's Persae
Introduction
In Aeschylus's Persae historical irony and dramatic irony
reverberate in multiple and shifting ways, enacting a brilliantly
vertiginous fusion of historical and dramatic event. To explain the
play's achievement of these effects we have organized our
observations along two major axes: first, the specific logic and
workings of two types of deictics within the play - pointing language
that situates audiences and orients or shapes their sympathies (at
least while they are at the theater); and, relatedly, the ways tn which
the play problematizes its own interpretation by dislocating and
relocating, and by enacting, and indeed interrogating, history-asevent.
In 458 BCE, fourteen years after the premiere of the Persae,
Aeschylus presented the Oresteia at the Theater of Dionysus in
Athens. In Agamemnon, Clytemnestra and the other characters
visualize the fall of Troy as "over there" and news of its fall moves
from Troy to Argos. Thus the palace in Argos is the center of the
here-and-now; all speakers are either already in the palace or
arriving there from Troy. The beacons that signal the fall of Troy
move, as well, along the peaks of mountains, creating a pathway
from Troy to Argos suggestive of the homeward journey of those
who went to Troy.
At a likely first performance of the Persae at the same theater in
472, as part of a prize-winning tetralogy of apparently thematically
unrelated plays, Aeschylus introduces a dramatic strategy that he
may have adapted from Phrynichus's Phoenissae: like his predecessor,
he sets all the action not in Greece and specifically not in Athens but
at or near the Persian court.2 As Gruen and others note, Aeschylus
makes all his characters Persian: in the course of the play no
individual Greek is even named.3 Moreover, news of their defeat
travels in a direction opposite from that of Agamemnon, namely
eastward, from Greece to Persia, first via a messenger who portrays
himself as an eye-witness of the momentous battle of Salamis, "over
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there," and later by King Xerxes himself, when he returns
unaccompanied and in rags (yvpv6g...nQonopncbv, 1036) and tells
his abbreviated version of the same event in response to the Chorus'

interrogation (966ff).
Later in the paper we will consider the pragmatics of a
likely/probable second performance of the Persae in Syracuse.
Important recent scholarship presents persuasive (if not iron-clad)
evidence for its being staged there.4 How would an ancient audience
in Hieron's theater have experienced the locations, dislocations, and
transports that structure the play? Would the ancient association of
the Sicilian victory over Carthage in the battle of Himera with the
Athenian victory at Salamis, as reported by Herodotus (7.165-167)
and adverted to by Pindar in Pythian 1, have allowed for a

metaphorical equation of these battles?
Aeschylus transports his first audience from Athens to Susa and
gives them a Persian insider's perspective on the battle at Salamis insofar as they can identify with the chorus of Persian elders, the
Persian Queen Atossa, and even the ghost of Darius as he receives
second-hand news of the disaster. The deictics indicate what is
present here and now and what is at a distance. The term 'deixis'
refers to the linguistic role of situating a referent or action in time and
space.5 The deixis-bearing parts of speech are pronouns, adverbs,
and verbs. Pronominal deixis is often associated with the three
persons of conversational discourse: first person (proximal deixis),
third person (distal deixis), and second person (intermediate deixis).
Deixis is opposed to anaphora (the function of reactivating a prior
referent) and cataphora (the function of invoking a subsequent
referent). AU types of deixis presuppose some fixed point or origo,
the deictic center, which serves as the locus of deictic perspective.
The origo is where the I, here, and now all intersect. Playwrights and ;
poets manipulate deictic systems to transport audiences vicariously
across space and time.
■
Buhler's breakthrough (1938) was to distinguish ocular deixis
(what he calls "demonstratio ad oculos") from imaginative deixis s
("deixis am Phantasma").6 Most of the deictics we discuss - in the v
parados and the messenger's speech and the lamentation - are of the J
second type. Analyzing them helps us to trace what we surmise
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would be the experience first of an Athenian audience in 472 anc
then of subsequent audiences, including those at a probable re
performance in Syracuse. Through this displacement and vicarious
transport, what was proximal to the Athenians becomes distal, and

what was distal, proximaL In the messenger's speech and in Xerxes's
brief recapitulation of the battle the playwright couples deictics with
geographical detail to produce specific poetic effects. Our findings
support interpretations of the play that find a high degree of
audience identification with the defeated Persian foe, an enhanced
capacity to empathize with them that counterbalances any tendency
to exotidze, 'orientalize', or even demonize, them.7
Faro dos (1-154)

As they enter, the first-person choral speakers introduce
themselves as "we who are here before you are the famous Faithful"
. (in Svenbro's translation). With the deictic rdbs, modifying tclotci . the very first word of the play - they situate themselves and the
action of the play in the Persian court at Susa,8 where Queen Atossa
will soon arrive by chariot.9
The entire parados sustains this
placement of the deictic center or origo at the Persian court, and tire
Chorus, using several types of deictics, removes audiences from their
literal, historical location and transports them imaginatively to that

court. Such vicarious transport is irresistible: the linguistic force of
deixis overrides any ideological resistance, though once the transport
is achieved, the playwright complicates the audience's perspective by
other techniques, as we shall see.10 Thus, it is useful to set forth and
. take into consideration the impact of the relocation at Susa on our
. reading of the play.
Of the Persians, who have departed
for the land of Greece, we are called the Trusted,
the guardians of the wealthy palace rich in gold,
whom our lord himself, King Xerxes
son of Darius, chose by seniority
to supervise the country.
But by now the spirit within me,
all too ready to foresee evil, is troubled
about the return of the King
and of his vast army of men;
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for all the strength of the Asiatic race
has departed, and <in every house
the woman left behind> howls for her young husband;
and no messenger, no horseman,
has come to the Persian capital.
.
They left the walls of Susa and Agbatana
and the ancient ramparts of Cissia
and went, some on horseback,
some on board ship, and the marching infantry
providing the fighting masses. Persae 1-2111
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Alongside their self-reference as TdbE...7ucraV' the Chorus :
repeatedly uses verbs of motion outward from their origo at Susa in
the direction of Greece, as in lines 1 and 2 (riEpomv tcov olxopeva/vl;
’EAAdS’ eq alav," with the Persians who have departed for the land .

of Greece"), and in line 13 (ol^coke, "the strength ... has departed). .
Verbs of leaving, such as "they left the walls and went" (18:
TiQoAtTtovTEq Epctv), reinforce the origo at Susa: they designate the .
Chorus as those who have stayed, those left behind. In addition, the ;7
Chorus repeatedly uses the lexically deictic noun nostos to refer to the
anticipated and yearned for return to Persia of the military forces and
of Xerxes, as in 8-11, and they describe wives and mothers yearning
for a young husband or a son, even howling (13: pctvCEt), another
example of emotions oriented in the direction of Greece.
In the catalogue that follows, the Chorus presents their march as
if this is the very moment of departure (cf. Hiad, Book 2). As M.
Hopman remarks, "the Chorus7 action in the parodos ... symbolically
j
reenacts the march of Xerxes's army (16-64)."12 The Elders dramatize
j
their account with the use of visualizing and emotional phrases, such
j
as "fearsome to behold" (27: cJxjpeQol... ibEiv) and "terrifying to
i

combat" (27: &EtvoL...pdx1Tv) and, with the exception of
(34), they use the present tense for nearly all verbs of motion:
crobvrocL (25): etietou (41, 57); koctexovotv (43); E^oppdxnv (46),
oteuvtcu (49), TTEpriEL (54).13 Their internal audience is made to feel
present as the men set out, "eager to impose the yoke of slavery on
Greece" (49). We will find a corresponding march in the opposite

direction in the messenger7s account of the return (480-514) of "not
many" of the army to their home (510) and in the final procession to
the palace of Xerxes and the Chorus, in lamentation.
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As the Chorus concludes its account of the departure, we find
the same directional verb, olxctzll (60) and the same notion that those
left behind yearn for the return of die departed. This combination
brings about a westward orientation of the Chorus in the direction of
Greece:
Such is the flower of the men of Persia's land
that has departed,
for whom the whole land of Asia,
which reared them, sighs with a longing that burns,
and parents and wives count the days
and tremble as the time stretches out. 59-6414

The longing of the Persian wives who have sent off their warrior

husbands and been "left behind, a partner unpartnered" (povoCuT,
•. 137) is also the theme of the choral ode at 126-37, which sustains the
:
opposition between here and there. As Hopman astutely observes,
. the Chorus represents multiple perspectives on the events: She
writes (67), "Through the seamless blending of various perspectives
into a powerful song-and-dance performance, the multi-referential
chorus complicates and challenges polar divisions between old and
young, male and female, and Greek and Persian."15

Deictic Patterns in the Messenger's speech (249-514)
From his appearance until his exit, the Persian messenger's
account of the Battle of Salamis and its aftermath intermingles distal
and proximal deixis.
Initially, in considering his account an
embedded narrative or mise en abyme, we assumed that the he was
relocating his internal audience of Atossa and the Chorus vicariously
at Salamis, to eyewitness the battle, much as Aeschylus relocates his
Athenian audience to Susa for the duration of the play. But careful
study of the verb-forms and other features convinced us that, in the
messenger's speeches, vicarious transport occurs only to a limited
extent, and that proximal, here-and-now deictics, including present

tense verbs and quoted speech, are mostly reserved for the aftermath
of the battle.
The messenger recounts many details of the battle as a historical
narrative, using the aorist and emphasizing the events he narrates.
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His single instance of direct discourse (402-5: "Come on, sons of the
Greeks, for the freedom of your homeland, for the freedom of your
children, your wives, the temples of your fathers7 gods, and the
tombs of your ancestors! Now all is at stake!"16) highlights his
presence at the event and allows those left behind to overhear the
Greek commander exhort his fleet, but not necessarily to relocate

with the narrator at the site of the Battle as it is taking place. Despite
the proximal deictics in die commander's exhortation of his men and
despite the use of imperfects, which, as Egbert Bakker shows,
reinforce the sense of the speaker as an eyewitness,17 the battle

description falls short of vicarious transport.18
The messenger does present the current state of the fallen
Persian and allied leaders with sufficient vividness for Atossa and
the Chorus to visualize their compatriots' battered corpses, as if they
were present with the messenger at this later point. Only in his
description of the fallen do his listeners relocate vicariously to
Salamis, and this is after the defeat. Atossa and the Elders were
already oriented toward Greece from the time of the men's
departure. Now, in preparation for the formal lament, they gain
more information, more insight and indeed imaginative access to
events that have recently occurred "over there" - in the geographical
region around the Bay of Salamis, where the corpses remain, left
behind by Xerxes.
The poetic effect of this vicarious experience is to produce
lamentation on the part of the internal Persian audience. In
narratological terms, the Persian longing for the return of their men
is attenuated until the appearance of the messenger bearing (bad)
news and of a (tattered and defeated) Xerxes, who then unites his'
people, represented by the (erstwhile critical) Elders, in collective
mourning.
(
The establishment (and frequent reinforcement) of the origo at
Susa emphasizes a marked geographical distance between the
Persian court and Salamis, where the Persian and Greek forces
engage. The Chorus' perspective on events, in this sense, appears •
equidistant from both sides in the conflict. This is reflected in their 2:^
gnomic meditations, which speak to the common condition of
Persians and Greeks:

y
'J
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But what mortal man can escape
the guileful deception of a god?
Who is so light of foot
that he has power to leap easily away?
For Ruin begins by fawning on a man in a friendly way
and leads him astray into her net,
from which it is impossible for a mortal to escape and flee. 93-10019
The Chorus' universalizing musings co-exist with their
particular, local fears on behalf of the flower of Persian youth, whom
they describe in the diction of anthos and pathos, terms that could
equally apply to the Greeks, reminiscent as they are of Uiadic similes
of the Achaean army and of early elegiac exhortation.20 As in
Callinus and Tyrtaeus,21 the Chorus captures the intense longing of
parents and wives for their men away at war:
And beds are filled with tears
because the men are missed and longed for:
Persian women, grieving amid their luxury, every one,
loving and longing for her husband,
having sent on his way the bold warrior who was her bedfellow,
is left behind, a partner unpartnered. 132-3722
■ There is throughout the play a striking and diagnostic toggling
between what we might call the characterization of Persians-asPersians on the one hand, and, on the other, of Persians-as-mortals
like everyone eke, as generic humans. The play offers at the very

least a kind of double-consciousness, as the chorus and Atossa move
between these domains - one is the socio-cultural-political (Persians
vs. Greeks) and the other anthropological, viewing humans qua
humans.
Atossa reports her dream: a kind of primal vision, in which the
Greek and the Persian are actually two sisters of one genos, between
whom a stasis has arisen. She envisions their original unity by
undoing the difference between 'there' and 'here' - between the

territory of the Greeks and the home of the Persians.
Their
separation from each other is imagined as purely contingent,
:' fortuitous.
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There seemed to come into my sight two finely dressed women, orie
arrayed in Persian, the other in Doric robes, outstandingly superior irL :
stature to the women of real life, of flawless beauty, and sisters of the
same stock: one, by the fall of the lot, was a native and inhabitant of the .■
land of Greece, the other of the Orient. I seemed to see these tworaising some kind of strife between themselves... 181-8923
■
This mobility of perspective prevents any straightforward
essentializing of the Persian subject position: Helen Bacon offers an

*
i

early, incisive criticism of the view that Aeschylus is trafficking in
any simple "orientalizing" stereotyping:

•
?

There are, of course, many general, and somewhat more formulaic,
references to foreign customs and manners in Aeschylus - particularly
to the wealth, luxury, emotional violence, and lack of political freedom
of Persians, Phrygians, and foreigners in general. Such references have
J
sometimes been interpreted as implying that Aeschylus thought of
.
foreigners as naturally "inferior" to Greeks. I... disagree... with this
view... Aeschylus may criticize a foreigner or a foreign institution, but ;?
of inferiority as a natural characteristic of foreigners, nationally or ■ <
individually, there is little talk in Aeschylus.24
More recently, Erich Gruen gives an eloquent refutation of the
"orientalizing" interpretation of the play, in a book that responds to
Edward Said's influential theories about self and other in the context
of colonialization. Gruen writes (16):

.

Are we to infer Athenian swaggering, a chauvinistic bellicosity,
reveling in the deserved distress of the defeated? The dolorous
mourning of the Persians, to be sure, pervades the play. For some, the
poet here calls attention to barbarian weakness of character,
emasculating their males by having them lament like hysterical
females. But that may miss the point. Greek men also mourned in
Attic
tragedy.
Aeschylus
went
beyond
patriotic
caricature. Triumphalism hardly captures the tone of the tragedy. The
poet refrains from proclaiming the success of Hellenic values over
Persian practices... It would be absurd to imagine that Aeschylus, who
had fought in the Athenian ranks, wept for Persia—or expected his
audience to do so. This is no antiwar drama. Nor does it resolve itself
into a humanitarian reflection on the universal suffering wrought by
conflict among the nations. The play transcends an antithesis of Greek
and barbarian, but stops short of dissolving distinction.25
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While we appreciate Gruen's important refinement of readings

■ of the play as either a "triumphalist" or an "anti-war" drama, we
would argue that the Persae does create for its audiences a possible
space for reflections on universal suffering, precisely through its
Sperspectivalism. In our view (as we suggest further below), it creates
J and sustains a tension between the generic human on the one hand
:■ and (in Gruen's words) the "antithesis of Greek and barbarian."
The Chorus' stichomythia with Atossa begins by underscoring
..Athens and its people as remote, and yet intelligible; in fact, it is
Xerxes who seems more puzzling to his mother. Atossa's complete

innocence even of Athens's location gives Aeschylus the opportunity
■to offer an assessment of Athens from an outsider and for an
outsider.

.

Queen: Where in the world do they say that Athens is situated?
Chorus: Far away, near the place where the Lord Sun declines and sets.
Queen: And yet my son had a desire to conquer that city?26
Chorus: Yes, because all Greece would then become subject to the King.
Queen: Do they have such great numbers of men in their army?
Chorus: And an army of a quality that has already done the Medes a
great deal of harm.
Queen: Why, are they distinguished for their wielding of the drawn
bow and its darts?
Chorus: Not at all; they use spears for close combat and carry shields
for defense.
Queen; And what else apart from that? Is there sufficient wealth in
their stores?
Chorus: They have a fountain of silver, a treasure in their soil.
Queen: And who is the shepherd, master and commander over their
host?
Chorus: They are not called slaves or subjects to any man.
Queen: How then can they resist an invading enemy?
Chorus: Well enough to have destroyed the large and splendid army of
Darius.
Queen: What you say is fearful to think about, for the parents of those
who have gone there. 231-4527

The hallmark of this play, in its deictic operations, is that the
Athenian audience for the play is put in a position to see themselves
from two places, both distantiated and mirrored; this creates an
ambivalence, expressed here in Atossa's incredulity at Xerxes's
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desire to conquer them. Is she incredulous because the Athenians are
so impressive or so unimpressive? We might say that we see Atossa
go through a process of coming to know Athens, going from a blank
slate to disbelief that keeps heightening as she hears of their total
devastation of the Persian force.
Aeschylus affirms Athens'
remarkable victory and at the same time allows the Athenian
audience to see that victory through a mother's anguished
localization.
Atossa's questions, however, broach a wider terrain. As she
inquires after motivations and consequences, she enters, one might
say, the territory of the historian. From what vantage point or
location can one know what questions to ask of a historical event?
The deictic operations through which the Persae situates its spectators
in relation to the action take on special force, given that it is our only
surviving play about an event in which members of its original
audience, its playwright, and, quite possibly, some of its actors took
part. We might say that, strikingly, Aeschylus uses Atossa's
innocence and curiosity to raise ethical assessments of a historical
event in which he himself participated.
In foregrounding the 'here and now' of the play's internal
audience as it awaits the outcome - the question of how and when
the news will travel - the drama focuses on the mediation of the
event through Atossa's exchange with the chorus of elders - her
inquiries and their responses, and their collaboratively imagined
version of what is transpiring ('history' rendered as 'news').
Similarly, the Messenger's eyewitness report,28 interleaved with the
Chorus' horrified questions, enacts a complex, perspectivallyinflected unfolding of what can only be known retroactively as the
full extent of the Persians' defeat.
.

■

And I can also tell you, Persians, what kinds of horrors came to pass; I
was there myself, I did not merely hear the reports of others. 266-6729 ;
The messenger provides access to his internal audience for the
recent disastrous events in the Bay of Salamis and the current state of

the corpses of those Xerxes left behind. What might be
straightforward narration in the hands of a historian, here is
developed as progressive revelation. The focus is as much on the
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■

reception as on the telling, as - with each question and response - the
interspersed reactions bring the horror home. The problem of
understanding a momentous historical event - signaled by the
exchange with Atossa, and recognizing its significance ~ converges
with the reversal and recognition that the play dramatizes.
Unlike Phrynicus's Phoenissae, in which everything is already
known, the Persae is set at the moment of discovery. The play's
attention is not on preparations for battle (as in Herodotus), nor on
action in battle (as in e.g. Septem), but on the impact of the reversal;
not so much on any of the agents in the event as on the audience for it.
7- The emphasis is on subjectivized event — on event as subjective
experience — multiplied, complexly so. Telling and hearing are
< experienced as a wound. In a sense, there is no present, or the

present is elided - between anticipation and retrospection — and this
is reflected in the deictic terms of: what a good life we had here, then.
The problem of recognizing the significance of the event is
T highlighted by the proliferation of superlatives that saturate the
ri speeches of the last half of the play. The chorus and the messenger
.. insist on the vastness, the totality, of every aspect of the disaster;
ri'. 7idQ nav ("all") and derivatives are pervasive:

Jri;
rip

It is terrible to be the first to announce terrible news, but I have no
choice but to reveal the whole sad tale (nav...naQaQ), Persians: the
whole of the oriental army (urQardg.-nac) has been destroyed’ 253
5530

I assure you, all those forces (navva... EKetvd) are annihilated and I
myself never expected to see the day of my return. 260-6131
Otototoi! It was all in vain
that those many weapons, all mingled together (nappm?),
went from the land of Asia to the country
of Zeus, the land of Hellas! 268-7132

■

■

.

, ■

The shores of Salamis, and all the region near them (nuc-.rbno^), are
full of corpses wretchedly slain. 2T2-7333
Raise a crying voice of woe
for the wretched fate of <oux loved ones>,
for the way <the gods> have caused
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total disaster (Tiavza nayfcdtw^)! Aiai, for our destroyed army! etc, V
280-8334

A concentration of alpha-privatives suggests the inexpressible,
immeasurable enormity of the reversal:
H

I myself never expected (cteAnrox;) to see the day of my return. 26135 Ai

Truly this old life of ours
has proved itself too long, when we hear
this sorrow beyond all expectation (robe nfjp’ ctEAnrov)! 262-6436

y
-T
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<Raise a crying voice of woe
for the wretched fate (cmorpoc;) of <our loved ones>... 280-8137

y
'1

And the dense network of superlatives, as in the Messenger's
exchange with Queen Atossa, is extended into Atossa's speech as ;
well:

How utterly loathsome (rcAEforov syQoc) is the name of Salamis to my ears! 284s8

I have been silent all this time because I was struck dumb with misery by this catastrophe. The event is so monstrous (vrcEppaAAEL yao rjhe
oupcbopd) that one can neither speak nor ask about the sufferings it
involved. 290-9339

Aiai, this is truly the most towering disaster I have ever heard of
(KUKcbv v^lutcl bf] kAvco rdbe), a cause for shame and for shrill wailing
to the Persians! 331-3240

Our sufferings were so multitudinous (kutcwv be nAfjQo^) that I could
not describe them fully to you if I were to talk for ten days on end: you
can be certain that never have so vast a number of human beings
(nAfjboc TOO’ovrd.QLdpov dvPpdmmv) perished in a single day. 429-3241
What possible misfortune could be even more hateful (rpcrb’ et
exQuuv) than the one we have heard of? 4S842

It is characteristic of lament to speak in superlatives and
absolutes,43 but here their use points to the limitations of the
'involved audience' in terms of its capacity for historical
understanding. The view from 'here' must be coordinated with the
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view from 'elsewhere'. How would these superlatives sound from
. another vantage point? Darius, viewing the situation from (so to
■ ■ speak) 'everywhere' or perhaps beyond any 'where', makes clear that
■. these superlatives are premature (which is to say, inadequate because
overestimated) - that something definitively worse and more
crashing is in the future, namely: the defeat at Plataea.
Pfe
Dramatic irony and historical irony converge. In this way, the
W play theorizes the problem of the reception of historical event - we
|.y might say it is interested in the case of the Persians as much as in the
I; Persians per se. Inasmuch as Atossa and the chorus lay out a generic

•

mortal axis of experience and perspective, they offer an intriguing
and perhaps disquieting mirror for audiences who might otherwise
be predisposed to dis-identify (to so speak) with barbaroi. For

'

example, Atossa reflects:

£
A

.

Still, we mortals have no choice but to endure the sorrows the gods
send us; 293-9A-

< Even to put it this way is to reify the profound inquiry the play offers
; into the case of Salamis, the overturning of communal expectations.
.
The Persae offers an inquiry into subjectivized historical

experience - here, the case of defeat, the processing (on both sides) of
, disaster. Especially in its deictic operations, the Persae produces the
' space for critical reflection — not least about how the play might
speak to any potential audience. Certainly, as Peter Euben has
argued, Salamis "elaborated and helped shape" a democratic ethos in
Athens, in which tragedy played a crucial role.45 Of tragedy in
general, he observes, "One thing that distinguished it from other
political institutions was its 'theoretical' character [...]. Thus, it
simultaneously validated the city's institutions and made them
problematic."46 Of the Persae in particular, he suggests, "the point of
the play is not that Persia should remember Athens but that Athens
should remember Persia, for both its political dissimilarities and its
■

human similarities."47 In this, Euben aligns with Nicole Loraux, who
trenchantly observed, "We miss any sense of tragedy's specificity if

we think that the Athenians heard in the Persae only a eulogy for

their city."43 She continues:
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If, however, as I believe, every tragedy deals with the staging of
mourning, then we can imagine that the citizens of Athens, invited in
their capacity as hearers of a tragedy, to take part in a production of a
drama that resembled a long lamentation, were able to respond to the
latter in the appropriate manner. In other words, they were able to
resist the immediate pleasure of being the cause of the suffering
represented on the stage, because, in the cries of the defeated enemy,
tragedy taught them to recognize something that touched them above
and beyond their identity as Athenians.

With Loraux's words in mind, our reading proposes the final
kommos between the chorus and Xerxes as a distillation and
culmination of the deictic pressures structuring the play. As much as
the chorus were left behind at the beginning of the play, longing to
be reunited with the warriors who went away, in the end, those
longed-for warriors become the ones who have been left behind. Where
the chorus initially described the army's departure in the aorist (17
18: Kal to naAaibv Kloctlov eoicoc; nooAiTLOVTty cBnv), in the lament
the perfect tense describes them (1002: pEpdcrL yap toltieq ayp&cai
oTQctTOv): "they are gone".
M. Hopman, with Oliver Taplin, observes that the play follows
the overall design of a nostos plot, achieved with the return of the
defeated Xerxes. She notes that, "the story of a queen and people
waiting for the return of their king echoes the plot of the Odyssey"49
We draw attention to the lament itself as performing, via ritual, the
'return' home of those lost at Salamis: the kommos reanimates the ;
fallen warriors, both naming them and locating them in response to
the repeated question, "Where are they?" - in order to bring them
back, figuratively, from Greece to Persia. The lament resists the
anonymity that is otherwise the fate of those who end in a watery q
grave. As it recalls those who are gone, it revives and sharpens ?
(rather than assuaging) the pathos for them on the part of those who A
survive them. While the insistent questions oblige Xerxes to confirm J ;

that the soldiers are lost, the lament recovers them, in their i
individual specificity, into the context in which that can have j

meaning.
y
We invoke the Odyssey not only for its plot but for its image of
the universality of mourning and the shifting perspectives that a
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narrative of suffering and loss can bring - to the victors as well as the
vanquished.
So the famous singer sang his tale, but Odysseus melted, and from
under his eyes the tears ran down, drenching his cheeks. As a woman
weeps, lying over the body of her dear husband, who fell fighting for
her city and people as he tried to beat off the pitiless day from city and
children; she sees him dying and gasping for breath, and winding her
body about him she cries high and shrill, while the men behind her,
hitting her with their spear butts on the back and the shoulders, force
her up and lead her away into slavery, to have hard work and sorrow,
and her cheeks are wracked with pitiful weeping. Such were the pitiful
tears Odysseus shed from under his brows. 8.521-32

Here we see the Odyssey's sympathetic transfer, notably conducted
through an extended simile: Odysseus, here the audience of his own
story, not only weeps but does so like a woman grieving her dead
warrior husband: like, for example, an Andromache. That Odysseus
himself was among the victors at Troy (and was a warrior-slayer and
bereaver of women) does not prevent - indeed, may propel - his
capacity for sympathetic response to this story. We would draw
attention to the analogously powerful, complex operations of
y perspectivalism in the Persae and their potentially analogous effects
on the play's audiences.
;; Rethinking the Persae in Syracuse
..
Let us return to the question of what we might say about the
Persae's possible reception in Syracuse: how would an ancient
audience in Hieron's theater experience the play's transports - its re
orienting and re-situating of its audience's perspectives?
A number of scholarly discussions have helpfully problematized
the familiar assumptions of a triumphalist interpretation of the

i Persae. Studies by Mark Griffith, Kathryn Morgan and Kathryn
y Bosher50 invite a more complex reading of Hieron as a ruler and of
/ Socio-political attitudes on the part of an audience at Syracuse. These
re framings, together with insights provided by Peter Wilson and
Oliver Taplin into the impressive level of theatrical sophistication
hat a Syracusan audience would have brought to the viewing of
■ Aeschylus's play, suggest that they too, as much as Athenians, would
have been alive to this drama as about the human situation - the
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predicament Pindar himself glosses in his gnomai on human life.
Now, such a reading runs the risk of depoliticizing this play and '
de-historicizing its specific reception;51 yet it restores to us, we hope,./
the likelihood that the Sicilian audience, no less than the Athenian
one, would have been prepared to do what the play asks: to see the A
predicaments of the Persians from the multiple angles it so deftly
presents.
Here again, deixis helps us to consider the possible horizons of d
Syracusan reception. We have seen how, from the first word of the d
play, the twelve members of the chorus, as they enter, refer to
themselves as "these ones present" at the Persian court and how this ;
situates the origo or deictic center in Susa. The remaining lines of the ?
parodos sustain this situatedness, primarily through the use of
directional verbs, with action beginning in Persia and moving toward .
the land of Greece. The assemblage of Persian leaders and allies in
lines 21-5 852 and the arrival of Queen Atossa and later of the
messenger reinforce the deictic center in Susa. Secondary audiences,
too, would be dislodged from their literal, historical locations to the
Persian court. Initially, in the case of the Syracusans, they might
experience their new insider location in Persia as sympathizers with
the Greek defensive cause, but sympathizers, perhaps, who deserved
no credit for Xerxes's defeat, as they didn't fight at Salamis or in
other critical battles.
We are intrigued by an additional poetic effect that might have
occurred to Syracusans of Hieron's time once they heard the
messenger describe the sea battle. Aeschylus's emphasis on the
discrepancy in numbers between the two sides, Persian and Greek,
might well trigger an association captured so emphatically by Pindar,
when he composed Pythian 1 in honor of Hieron, to be performed in
Syracuse in 470.
In lines 72-80 the poet unhistorically and
extravagantly creates an entire system of battles, as Kathryn Morgan
points out: he arranges mainland and Sicilian battles in such a way as
to justify his claim that Hieron's battle against the Etruscans at

Cumae "helped Greece escape from heavy slavery" and that, by
casting their foe from their swift-moving ships, Hieron saved Greece
from the Persians. "Pindar's poem prays for peace after Kumai,"
Morgan writes, "and then mentions in quick successions the Battles
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of Salamis, Plataia and Himera. The didactic synchronism between
-Himera and Salamis... had not yet been constructed, but its elements
were beginning to be assembled/'53
I beseech you, son. of Cronus, grant that the war cry
of the Phoenicians and Etruscans may remain quietly
at home, now that they have seen their aggression
bring woe to their fleet before Cyme,
such things did they suffer when overcome by the leader
of the Syracusans, who cast their youth
from their swiftly sailing ships into the sea
and delivered Hellas from grievous slavery. I shall earn
from Salamis the Athenians's gratitude
as my reward, and at Sparta I shall tell of the battle
before Cithaeron,
in which conflicts the curve-bowed Medes suffered defeat;
but by the well-watered bank of the Himeras I shall pay
to Deinomenes's sons the tribute of my hymn,
which they won through valor, when their enemies were defeated.54
Pythian 1.72-80

Moreover, if their sea battle off the coast of Himera resembles
the Athenians' defeat of the Persians at Salamis, then they are like the
Athenians, and their foe, the Carthagmians, are like the Persians, or
so it might seem to them. Once savvy Syracusans in the audience,
already transported from their literal and historical here-and-now at

Syracuse to the interior of the Persians court, make the connection
that Pindar made in his ode for Hieron (performed on Syracusan soil
in 470), some of the inferences that the Athenians would have likely
made about self and other, we and they, friend and enemy could be
extrapolated from the play for their political situation and their
humanistic understanding of victory and loss. With the particulars
of Greeks versus Persians abstracted to a more general level, smaller
versus larger naval fleet, these members of the Syracusan audience
Would also experience a heightened awareness of the human
condition shared by winners and losers in a conflict.

Conclusion
These implications of a performance in Syracuse bring home
what the Persae encodes, paradoxically independent of performance
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locale: that the view from "here" and "there" might be radically
different yet mutually imaginable; that pathos and lament are situated
and specific, yet transferable; that events are experienced by
suffering mortals. Drama in Aeschylus's hands becomes here an
astonishing engine for a vertiginous perspectivalism but also for a
potential imaginative sympathy: deixis offers the core linguistic^
semantic tool for both effects. It is perhaps no surprise then that
critics have over the decades developed strikingly divergent and
mobile interpretations of this brilliantly shifting and shiftable play.55
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1-21:
'

XOPOE: TciSe pev nepcrmv tcjv olxopEvcw
EAAdS’ aiav nujza. KoAELTai,
KOI TQV dtJwEGJV KCl'L TWAuXQVa'WV

sSpavccv (^i5AaKEq,
’ ■,
Kara nQEcrpEuxv ovc avrog avaL
Heq^t]^ pacnAEu^ AaQ£LoyEvf]<;
ElAeTO XcbpCLE ^OQEVELV
.
ccficjA 6e voaxcp
flaaiAELCp
Kal 7ioAuov5qov OTpaTiac fjSp
KaKopavTu; ayav opaoAonELTai
©vpdt; ectwOev
nacra yap ioyuc AcnaToyEvf)?
oIxcoke, veov 6’ avd^a favCec
koute TL5 dyyeAo^ oute tu; inTCEt)?
dcfTU TO nEQOCJV duplKVElTOT
olte to Eovawv pS’ AyPardvcuv
Kal to TraAaiov Klomov EQKOg
npoXmovTEq efav, ol pev e^)’ Inncov,
OL&’ ETILVaCJV, nE^OLTE pd&T]V
.
TTOAEpOU CTTkJjOt; TTClQEXOVTEy
12 Marianne Hopman., "Layered Stories in Aeschylus' Persians" in
Narraiology and Interpretation: The Content of Narrative Form in Ancient
Literature, ed. Jonas Grethlein and Antonios Rengakos (Berlin: de
Gruyter, 2009), 360.
13 Vamvouri Ruffy, "Visualization and “Deixis am Phantasma in Aeschylus's
Persae," 4, gives examples of Deixis am Phantasma that "imaginatively
locate the Chorus as a witness of the Persian army's actual departure,"
a past event that is not shown on stage.
w59-64:
XOPOE: tolovS’ dv0o<; nEpoihoc; atag
oixExat dvhpwv,
ou<;
naoa yScbv Aq-lt)tu;
0pEijjacra noQcp OTEVExaL paA.Epa>,
tokeeq t’ aAoyoi 0’ qpEQoAgySdv
TElvovTaxQovov TpopEovrai.
15 M. Hopman, "Chorus, conflict, and closure," 58-77.
16 402-5:
"cb naL&E<; ‘EAAqvciJV, lte,
eAeuQeqoute TraTpiS’, eAeuBeqoute 5£
Traihac, yuvaLKa^, 0ecjv te naxQcbcov E&q,
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0f]Ka.g te npoyovcov- wv vteeq ndvrcov dydrv"
A 17 Egbert J. Bakker, "Verbal Aspect and Mimetic Description in Thucydides
in Grammar as Interpretation: Greek Literature in its Linguistic Context,
Egbert J. Bakker, ed. (Leidenl997), 7-54. He notes that the use of the
By
narrative imperfect is not so much a reference to an event as "the
displacement of its observation into the past."
■ ' 16 For an early effort to define what is needed to create a sustained vicarious
'y
transport, as opposed to an orientation to a new location, see Nancy
Felson, "The Poetic Effects of Deixis in Pindar's Ninth Pythian Ode,"
C
Arethusa 37 (2004): 365-89. For a different view of the degree of
,■.
relocation of the internal audience, see Vamvouri Ruffy, "Visualization
y
and "Deixis am Phantasma" 14-15.
c 19 93-100:
.
boA6pr)Tcv 5’ anaxav 0eov
.
xp dvqp 0vaxdg oAu^el;
:
Tip O KQaLTCVCp HObl 7TT)&qpaxoc EunExeop dvaaomv;
.
'
cjjiAotfjQwv yap noxLcm.ivouo'a rd npwxov napdyei
Pqotov Eip apKvaxaT’ Ara,
..
XO0EV OUK EOXLV V7TEK 0VaTOV dAuEctVXa tjwyELV.
20 59-64:
XOPOT: xotovb’ a.v0op IlEpcnbop auxp
.
olxcaat axboCv,
ovp TTEpi naca ySccv AcLfjTig
OpE-i^acra noQcp aaevEaai pahepcp,
xokeec x’ aAoyoi 0’ fjpEpoAEybdv
TEivovra ypovov xpopeovxat.
21 We may think, for example, of Callinus 1.18-19: Amp yap oupnavxt
7id0op KpaxEpoc^povop avbQdg/Qv^cncovTog, £dxuv b1 a^iop f]pL0£<uv;
also Tyrtaeus 12.27-28: xov 6’ dAo^upovuzL pev dpcbp v^oi f]&£
yepovrep, ctpyoAeciJ be n60(p nacra k£kt)5e ndAu; (Greek Elegiac Poetry,
ed. Douglas E. Gerber [Cambridge, MA: Loeb Classical Library, 1999]).
22132-37:
Aektqcc b’ avbqcjv rtoQcp
nipnAcmu baKpupacnw
HEpcribE^ b’ dppo7iEV0Elj; EKacra nd0cp cJjiAdvopL
tov aixpaEvra 0ovpov Evvavf|p’ dnonEp^apEvo.
ActHErm povoCu^23 181-89:
Ebo^ctxpv pOL buo yVVCtLK’ EVELpOVE,
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f) P-EV HETlAOLCTL IlEpcrLKOLp fjOKqpEVT],
'
fj 5’ cl^te AcopiKOiaiv, Eip cHpw poAeiv,
peyE0EL te tuiv vvv ekttqETreordTa noAv
koAAel t’ dpcbpoj, Kal Kao’iyvqTa ysvoup
ravTov- naTpav B’ Evaiov f) pcv TiAAdBa
xAppcp Aaxovaa -yadav, rj Be pdppapov.
TOUTED QTdCTLV tlv’, cap eytu ’Bokouv OQaV,
tev%elv ev dAAp Action
24 Helen H. Bacon, Barbarians in Greek Tragedy (New Haven: Yale University
Press, 1961), 44; see Chapter 2, "Aeschylus," for full argumentation.
25 Erich S. Gruen, Rethinking the Other, 16.
26 233: ciAAd ppv tpeipYpop nab; TpvBE ©ppaoai noAiv; Atossa's use of
tt]vBe indicates her mental orientation toward Athens-in-the-distance
(a case of imaginary deixis); at the same time, for Athenians in the first
performance audience it points to and foregrounds their surroundings
(a case of ocular deixis).
27 231-45:
BAEIAEIA: co cpiAoc ttou rdc AGiyvap $ctoiv IBpuuOai %0ov6^;
XOPOE: tt)A£ npop Buopalp dvaKTOp HAlou (pQivacrpdTWV.
.
BAEIAEIA: aAAa pry IpEip3 Epo; nait; Tffvde dppaaaL ndktv;
XOPOE: naoa yap yevolt’ av PAAap ^amAEco; UTtf|Koop.
BAXIAEIA:
Tip raxpEcrav auTOip dvBponAr)0ELa crTparou;
XOPOE: KCtl OTpaTop toloutop, Ep^ap noAAa Bt) Mf|Bovp/KaKd.
BAZIAEIA: noTEpa yap to^ouAkop cdxpp Bid xeq&v avTOlp/np ettel;
XOPOE: ppBapcop- Eyxp OTaBata kctl (pEpdamBEp ocryaL
BAXIAEIA: kcu tl npop tovtolotv dAAo; ttAouto? E^ctpKqp/BopoLp;
.
XOPOE: apyupou nr|yfi Tip avTolp eorp 0T]O'aupdp xSovop.
BASIAEIA: Tip B£ ttoludcvcoo encori KamBEcmoCEL onpccup;
.
XOPOE: ouTLVop BovAol k^kApvtcu prurdp ovB’ U7u)kool.
\
BAXIAEJA: mop dv ovv pevotEV dvBpap noAEptoup EmjAvBctp;
XOPOE: (Sote Aapeiov noAvv te kcil kclAov (j?0EtpaL oTpardv.
.:
BAXIAEIA: BelvA tol A^ystp klovtgjv toIp tekovol ^povTioac
28 James Barrett, "Aeschylus' Persians: The Messenger and Epic Narrative," .
in Staged Narrative: Poetics and the Messenger in Greek Tragedy (Berkeley: A
University of California Press, 2002), 23-55, points out the contradiction d
between the Persian messenger's claim to be an eye-witness of the
Battle of Salamis and his surprisingly extensive level of knowledge, a .
level that is typical of the ideal messenger of Greek tragedy.
29 266-67:
ATPEAOE: xai pfjv napcbv ye kou Aoyoup dAAaw kAvcov,
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llegcrag (ppaaaipf av of EKOpcrOvyT] KtxKct.
3° 253-55:
GJpOf KOLKOV pEV nQGJTOV dyysAAELV KaKd’
opccg 6’ oLvayKT] nav dvanTu^at ndQoq,
HeQaav crTQaxdg yap nag oAcoAe j3appdQcov.
si 260-61:
AITEAOE: cbg navza y’ ectt’ ekelvcx 5(A7TE7iQayp.Eva'
KCWTOg 5’ ddAnTwg vocrxipov pAmco t^dog.
as 268-71:
XOPOE: dxoTOTog paxcrv
xa noAAa. PeAeol nap pry f[
yag an AcrlSog rjA0’ eh’ alav
Aiav, TAAdda ywoav.
33 272-73:
AITEAOE: nApSowL vek^cov OvonoTpcog E^Oappeg.
EaAaptvog ciKTcd nag te nQooywQog x6nog.
3*280-83:
ivC’ d^OT/iotg poav
bvcaiavr] tn^Qcyau; 6cubig+,
wg navra HayK&Katq Bzaav
<SaLpiovEg>- alm axQtXTOv (jsSaQEVTog.
35 261:
AITEAOE; Kavrog 6’ AeAnTtug vdcrrqiov pAenco $dog.
M262-64:
XOPOE: fj jAaKQOpiOTog 6&e yd Tig aicbv E(j)dv0T] yEpaLOtg, okoOeiv t66e TTfjpi’ ae?vTZiov.
37 280-81:
XOPOS: lu£’ dnoT^oig poctv
< bvaaiavfi tnEoccag Saioigt
:f “284:
AITEAOE: c5 nAeldTOv Ey0og ovopia SaAapiIvog kAvelv
290-99
A
BASLAEIA: crtyco naAai Suo'Trjvog EKnEnAriypidvr]
■A
KaKolg- vnEp^a^Ei yap t]6e crupnfjogd,
A■
to pipTE Ae^ai
EO<fTfjcrai ndQr].
J « 331-32:

Hy?
BAEIAEIA: alag KaKcOv Oiptcrra 5r] kAuco xabE,
SA 429-32:
AITEAOE: kokcov 5e KAqQog, ouS’ Av si 5ek’ rjuaxa
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oTcoixr|YOQOLr|V/ oik av UcTtArjorupi 001?
et5 yap nod’ m0t, ppBdp’ 7^piejDtx pm
TzAffBoc; TocrouT(i^L0|iov dvOpccncuv Qcivelv.
^^SS: BAEIAEIA: Kai tG; yWoiT1 av rfjo'B’ et’ EyOimv wyp;
43 See Margaret Alexiou, The Ritual Lament in Greek Tradition, 2nd ed., revised
by D. Yatromanolakis and P. Roilos (Lanham, MD: Rowman &
Littlefield, 2002), Chapter 8, especially 172-73.
k
44 293-94:
:
BAEIAEIA: opcot; B’ ccvdyKT] Tirjpovac; pgorou; 4>£qelv
:L
0£GJV BlBoVTCDV
■
45 J. Peter Euben, "The Battle of Salamis and the Origins of Political Theory,"
Political Theory 14 (1986): 359-90.
.46 Euben, "The Battle of Salamis," 367.
:>
47 Euben, "The Battle of Salamis," 365.
i
43 Nicole Loraux, The Mourning Voice: An Essay on Greek Tragedy, trans. E. T.
Rawlings (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2002), 48.
49 Hopman, "Layered Stories," 364 n.13, citing Oliver Taplin, Stagecraft in
Aeschylus (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1977), 124-26.
50 Mark Griffith, "The King and Eye: the Rule of the Father in Greek
Tragedy," Proceedings of the Cambridge Philological Society 44 (1998): 22- .
86; Kathryn Morgan, Pindar and the Construction of Syracusan Monarchy
in the Fifth Century B.C. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2015),
especially Chapters 1-3; Peter Wilson, "Sicilian Choruses" in The Greek
Theatre and Festivals, ed. Peter Wilson (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2007), 351-377; and see again Kathryn Bosher, "Introduction "
and "Hieron's Aeschylus," as well as Oliver Taplin, "How was
Athenian Tragedy played in the Greek West?," all in Theater Outside
Athens, 1-16, 97-111, and 226-50, respectively.
51 See again the forceful argument of Edith Hall, Aeschylus Persians, 1-25.
52 Cf. also 302-28 and 957-99.
53 Morgan, Pindar and the Construction of Syracusan Monarchy, 17. She argues
for the rhetorical ploy on Pindar's part of panhellenizing his laudandus,
Hieron, as if he were or had been a champion of the Greeks against the
Persians and as if he were responsible, with his brother Gelon, for the
victory at Himera against the Carthaginians, a victory that Herodotus
(7.166), relying on Sicilian sources, places in the very same year as the
Battle of Salamis.
54 Pythian 1.72-80:
Aiocropcn vevcrav, Kpovimv, ppepov
oi^pa Kar’ olkov o <Poivd; 6 Tuporr-
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aAaAardc Epp vaucrtorovov
upQiv Ibcbv Tav 7ipd Kvpac,
ola LupaKOoimv aQX^ 5a|racr9evTEc ndQov,
cjKundpcuv and vaccv d arjxv ev ndvnp pdAs0’ aAtKiav,
.
RAAab’ eHeAkgjv papEuxc bouAtap. dpEopoa
nap |xev SaAaprvop A0avaimv xdpcv
pi(j06v, ev LnapTct 5’ eq^co npd Ki0cuptovo<; p.d%av,
tcxlctl Mt|5elol Kapov dyKUAOTO^Op
napa 6e tov Evvbpov ccktccv
'Ip.Epa. nat&EcrcFLv vpvov AeivopEVEOp teAectciu;,
tov ed^avT’ aptjF apEra, ttoAeiilcjv dv&pwv KapdvTtJv.
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Kathryn Morgan, and Peter Wilson, for their comments. For expert
editorial help, special thanks to Maureen McLane. We are grateful as
well to the Classics Departments at Yale University, University of
British Columbia, and University of Washington in Seattle for giving us
the opportunity to present this paper as a work in progress and to their
faculty and graduate students for offering invaluable feedback.
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